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Abstract
We consider the (pure) braid groups BnpMq and PnpMq, where M is the 2-sphere S2 or the
real projective planeRP2. We determine the minimal cardinality of (normal) generating sets
X of these groups, first when there is no restriction on X, and secondly when X consists of
elements of finite order. This improves on results of Berrick and Matthey in the case of S2,
and extends them in the case of RP2. We begin by recalling the situation for the Artin braid
groups (M “ D2). As applications of our results, we answer the corresponding questions
for the associated mapping class groups, and we show that for M “ S2 or RP2, the induced
action of BnpMq on H3pČFnpMq;Zq is trivial, FnpMq being the nth configuration space of M.
1 Introduction
The braid groups Bn of the plane were introduced by E. Artin in 1925 [A1, A2]. Braid
groups of surfaces were studied by Zariski [Z]. They were later generalised by Fox to
braid groups of arbitrary topological spaces via the following definition [FoN]. Let M
be a compact, connected surface, and let n P N. We denote the set of all ordered n-tuples
of distinct points of M, known as the n configuration space of M, by:
FnpMq “
 
pp1, . . . , pnq
∣
∣ pi P M and pi ‰ pj if i ‰ j
(
.
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Configuration spaces play an important rôle in several branches of mathematics and
have been extensively studied, see [CG, FH] for example.
The symmetric group Sn on n letters acts freely on FnpMq by permuting coordinates.
The corresponding quotient will be denoted by DnpMq. The n pure braid group PnpMq
(respectively the n braid group BnpMq) is defined to be the fundamental group of FnpMq
(respectively of DnpMq). We thus obtain a natural short exact sequence
1 ÝÑ PnpMq ÝÑ BnpMq
pi
ÝÑ Sn ÝÑ 1. (1)
If D2 Ď RP2 is a topological disc, there is a group homomorphism ι : Bn ÝÑ BnpMq
induced by the inclusion. If β P Bn then we shall denote its image ιpβq simply by β.
Together with the 2-sphere S2, the braid groups of the real projective plane RP2
are of particular interest, notably because they have non-trivial centre [VB, GG2], and
torsion elements [VB, Mu]. Indeed, Fadell and Van Buskirk showed that S2 andRP2 are
the only compact, connected surfaces whose braid groups have torsion. Let us recall
briefly some of the properties of the braid groups of these two surfaces as well as those
of the 2-disc D2 [A1, A2, FVB, GVB, GG2, H, MK, VB].
Let n P N. The Artin braid group Bn, which may be interpreted as the braid group
of D2, is generated by σ1, . . . , σn´1 that are subject to the following relations:
σiσj “ σjσi if |i´ j| ě 2 and 1 ď i, j ď n´ 1 (2)
σiσi`1σi “ σi`1σiσi`1 for all 1 ď i ď n´ 2. (3)
The sphere braid group BnpS2q is also generated by σ1, . . . , σn´1, subject to the rela-
tions (2) and (3), as well as the following ‘surface relation’:
σ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ σn´2σ
2
n´1σn´2 ¨ ¨ ¨ σ1 “ 1. (4)
Consequently, BnpS2q is a quotient of Bn. The first three sphere braid groups are finite:
B1pS2q is trivial, B2pS2q is cyclic of order 2, and B3pS2q is isomorphic to the dicyclic
group of order 12 (the semi-direct product Z3 ¸Z4 with non-trivial action). For n ě 4,
BnpS2q is infinite. The Abelianisation of Bn (resp. BnpS2q) is isomorphic to Z (resp. the
cyclic group Z2pn´1q), where the Abelianisation homomorphism identifies all of the σi
to a single generator of Z (resp. of Z2pn´1q).
It is well known that Bn is torsion free. Gillette and Van Buskirk showed that if
n ě 3 and k P N then BnpS2q has an element of order k if and only if k divides one of 2n,
2pn´ 1q or 2pn´ 2q [GVB]. The torsion elements of BnpS2q were later characterised by
Murasugi:
THEOREM 1 (Murasugi [Mu]). Let n ě 3. Then up to conjugacy, the torsion elements of
BnpS2q are precisely the powers of the following three elements:
(a) α0 “ σ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ σn´2σn´1 (which is of order 2n).
(b) α1 “ σ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ σn´2σ2n´1 (of order 2pn´ 1q).
(c) α2 “ σ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ σn´3σ2n´2 (of order 2pn´ 2q).
The three elements α0, α1 and α2 are respectively n, pn´ 1q and pn´ 2q roots of ∆2n,
where ∆2n is the so-called ‘full twist’ braid of BnpS
2q, defined by ∆2n “ pσ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ σn´1q
n. In
other words:
αn0 “ α
n´1
1 “ α
n´2
2 “ ∆
2
n. (5)
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So BnpS2q admits finite cyclic subgroups isomorphic toZ2n,Z2pn´1q andZ2pn´2q. In [GG3,
Theorem 3], we showed that BnpS2q is generated by α0 and α1. If n ě 3, ∆2n is the unique
element of BnpS2q of order 2, and it generates the centre of BnpS2q. It is also the square
of the Garside element (or ‘half twist’) defined by:
∆n “ pσ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ σn´1qpσ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ σn´2q ¨ ¨ ¨ pσ1σ2qσ1. (6)
Now let us turn to the braid groups of RP2. A presentation is given by:
PROPOSITION 2 ([VB]). The following constitutes a presentation of the group BnpRP2q:
generators: σ1, . . . , σn´1, ρ1, . . . , ρn.
relations:
(i) relations (2) and (3).
(ii) σiρj “ ρjσi for j ‰ i, i` 1.
(iii) ρi`1 “ σ
´1
i ρiσ
´1
i for 1 ď i ď n´ 1.
(iv) ρ´1i`1ρ
´1
i ρi`1ρi “ σ
2
i for 1 ď i ď n´ 1.
(v) ρ21 “ σ1σ2 ¨ ¨ ¨ σn´2σ
2
n´1σn´2 . . . σ2σ1.
For n ě 2, the Abelianisation of BnpRP2q is isomorphic to Z2 ‘ Z2, the σi (resp.
ρj) being identified to a generator of the first (resp. second factor). A presentation of
PnpRP2q was given in [GG4, Theorem 4] (note however that the generators ρi given
there are slightly different from those of Van Buskirk). The first two braid groups of
RP2 are finite: B1pRP2q “ P1pRP2q – Z2, P2pRP2q is isomorphic to the quaternion
group Q8 of order 8, and B2pRP2q is isomorphic to the generalised quaternion group
Q16 of order 16. For n ě 3, BnpRP2q is infinite. The finite order elements of BnpRP2q
were also characterised by Murasugi [Mu, Theorem B], however their orders were not
clear, even for elements of PnpRP2q. In [GG2, Corollary 19 and Theorem 4], we proved
that for n ě 2, the torsion of PnpRP2q is 2 and 4, and that of BnpRP2q is equal to the
divisors of 4n and 4pn´ 1q, and in [GG5, Section 3] we simplified somewhatMurasugi’s
characterisation.
Following [GG2, Sections 3 and 4], set#
a “ ρnσn´1 ¨ ¨ ¨ σ1
b “ ρn´1σn´2 ¨ ¨ ¨ σ1
(7)
and #
A “ an “ ρn ¨ ¨ ¨ ρ1
B “ bn´1 “ ρn´1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ρ1.
(8)
These elements play an important rôle in the analysis of BnpRP2q, and in particular in
the study of many of its finite subgroups. By [GG2, Proposition 26], a and b are of order
4n and 4pn´ 1q respectively, so A and B are of order 4. Further, by [GG5, Proposition
10], any element of order 4 in PnpRP2q is conjugate via an element of BnpRP2q to A or
B. However, the number of conjugacy classes in PnpRP2q of order 4 elements was not
known. A naïve upper bound for this number, 2n!, may be obtained by multiplying the
number of conjugacy classes in PnpRP2q by rBnpRP2q : PnpRP2qs. In Proposition 11, we
shall compute the exact value.
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If Γ is a group, let ΓAb denote its Abelianisation. For X a subset of Γ, let xXy denote
the subgroup of Γ generated by X, and let xxXyy denote the normal closure of X in Γ.
Then Γ is generated (resp. normally generated) by X if Γ “ xXy (resp. Γ “ xxXyy). It is a
natural question as to whether Γ “ xXy is (normally) generated by a finite subset or not.
If it is, one can ask the following questions:
Question 1: compute
GpΓq “ min t|X| | Γ is generated by X u , and
NGpΓq “ min t|X| | Γ is normally generated by X u ,
the minimal number of elements among all (normal) generating sets of Γ.
Question 2: we can refine Question 1 if we impose additional constraints on the ele-
ments of X. We shall say that a group Γ is torsion generated (resp. normally torsion gener-
ated) if there exists a subset X of elements of Γ of finite order such that Γ “ xXy (resp.
Γ “ xxXyy). If there exists a finite set X satisfying this property then one may ask to
compute:
TGpΓq “ min t|X| | Γ is torsion generated by X u , and
NTGpΓq “ min t|X| | Γ is normally torsion generated by X u ,
the minimal number of elements among all (normal) generating sets of G consisting of
finite order elements.
We have the following implications between the various notions:
torsion generated ùñ generated ùñ normally generated
torsion generated ùñ normally torsion generated ùñ normally generated.
These relations imply that if the given numbers are defined for a group Γ then:
NGpΓq ď GpΓq ď TGpΓq and (9)
NGpΓq ď NTGpΓq ď TGpΓq. (10)
As a special case, recall from [BMa, BMi] that if k ě 2, Γ is said to be strongly k-torsion
generated if there exists an element gk P Γ of order k such that Γ “ xxgkyy. In other words,
Γ is strongly k-torsion generated for some k P N if and only if NTGpΓq “ 1. In [BMa],
Berrick and Matthey considered the problem of strong torsion generation for various
groups, among them the braid groups of S2 and RP2, and they proved the following
result.
PROPOSITION 3 ([BMa, Proposition 5.3]). The normal closure of the element α1 has index
gcdpn, 2q in BnpS2q. In particular, for n odd, BnpS2q is strongly 2pn´ 1q-torsion generated.
The question of the strong k-torsion generation of BnpRP2q is mentioned in [BMa,
page 923], although no result along the lines of Proposition 3 is given. The aim of this
paper is to determine in general the numbers GpΓq and NGpΓq where Γ “ BnpMq for
M “ D2,S2 or RP2, and the numbers TGpΓq and NTGpΓq where Γ is one of BnpS2q or
BnpRP2q, as well as to find generating sets that realise these quantities. In a similar
spirit, we shall also discuss these problems for the corresponding pure braid groups
and their Abelianisation. For Bn, the results are well known, but since we were not able
to find a proof in the literature, we shall discuss this case briefly in Section 2.
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PROPOSITION 4. Let n ě 2.
(a) GpBnq “
#
1 if n “ 2
2 if n ě 3.
Furthermore, for all n ě 2, xxσ1yy “ Bn, soNGpBnq “ 1.
(b) NGpPnq “ GpPnq “ GpPnAbq “ npn´ 1q{2.
We turn to the case of the sphere in Section 3. The following result extends that of
Proposition 3, and also treats the case of PnpS2q. Note that if n ě 3, ∆2n is the unique tor-
sion element of PnpS2q, and so if n ě 4, PnpS2q cannot be (normally) torsion generated.
THEOREM 5. Let n ě 3, and for i “ 0, 1, 2, let αi be as defined in Theorem 1.
(a) GpBnpS2qq “ 2, NGpBnpS2qq “ 1 and TGpBnpS2qq “ 2.
(b) If n is even, there is no torsion element of BnpS2q whose normal closure is BnpS2q. Further-
more, BnpS2q{ xxα1yy – Z2.
(c) NTGpBnpS2qq “
#
1 if n is odd
2 if n is even.
(d) The quotient of BnpS2q by the normal closure of either α0 or α2 is isomorphic to Zn´1, unless
n “ 3 and i “ 2, in which case B3pS2q{ xxα2yy – S3.
(e) GpPnpS2qq “ NGpPnpS2qq “ GpPnpS2qAbq “ pnpn´ 3q ` 2q{2.
Part (c) includes Berrick and Matthey’s result given in Proposition 3.
In Section 4, we consider the braid groups of RP2, and obtain the following results:
THEOREM 6. Let n ě 2, and let a and b be as given in equation (7).
(a) The group BnpRP2q is generated by ta, bu, and GpBnpRP2qq “ TGpBnpRP2qq “ 2.
(b) The normal closure of any element of BnpRP2q is a proper subgroup of BnpRP2q, and
NGpBnpRP2qq “ NTGpBnpRP2qq “ 2. In particular, BnpRP2q is not strongly k-torsion
generated for any k P N.
(c) The quotient of BnpRP2q by either xxayy or by xxbyy is isomorphic to Z2.
(d) The group PnpRP2q is torsion generated by the following set of torsion elements:
Y “
!
an, bn´1, a´1bn´1a, . . . , a´pn´2qbn´1an´2
)
(11)
of order 4. Further,
GpPnpRP2qq “ NGpPnpRP2qq “ TGpPnpRP2qq “ NTGpPnpRP2qq “ n. (12)
In particular, PnpRP2q cannot be normally generated by any subset consisting of less than n
elements.
Part (b) thus answers negatively the underlying question of [BMa] concerning the
strong k-torsion generation of BnpRP2q.
In Section 5, Proposition 4 and Theorems 5 and 6 will be applied to obtain similar
results for the mapping class and pure mapping class groups of the given surfaces. As
another application, in Section 6 we prove the triviality of the action on homology of
the universal covering of the configuration space of the braid groups of S2 and RP2:
PROPOSITION 7. Let M be equal either to S2 or to RP2, let n ě 3 if M “ S2 and n ě 2 if M “
RP2, and let H be any subgroup of BnpMq. Then the induced action of H on H3pČFnpMq;Zq – Z
is trivial. In particular the action of PnpMq and BnpMq on H3pČFnpMq;Zq is trivial.
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2 Generating sets of Bn and Pn
It is a classical fact that Bn and Pn are finitely presented, a presentation of the latter
being given in [H, Appendix 1]. Although the results of Proposition 4 concerning the
Artin braid groups are well known, we were not able to find an explicit statement in
the literature, so we give a brief account here. Before doing so, we state the following
result which allows us to compare the minimal number of generators of a group and its
Abelianisation, and which will prove to be useful in what follows.
PROPOSITION 8. Let Γ1, Γ2 be groups, and let ϕ : Γ1 ÝÑ Γ2 be a surjective group homomorph-
ism. If Γ1 is finitely generated then so is Γ2, and we have the inequalities GpΓ1q ě GpΓ2q and
NGpΓ1q ě NGpΓ2q. In particular, if Γ2 “ Γ1Ab and ϕ is Abelianisation, GpΓ1q ě NGpΓ1q ě
GpΓ1Abq.
Proof. Straightforward.
We now prove Proposition 4.
Proof of Proposition 4.
(a) If n “ 2 then B2 – Z, and the statement follows easily. The case n ě 3 is a con-
sequence of [MK, Chapter 2, Section 2, Exercise 2.4] of which a generalisation may be
found in [GG7, Lemma 29]. Indeed, by induction we have:
pσ1σ2 ¨ ¨ ¨ σn´1q
iσ1pσ1σ2 ¨ ¨ ¨ σn´1q
´i “ σi`1 for i “ 1, . . . , n´ 2,
which implies that Bn “ xσ1, σ1σ2 ¨ ¨ ¨ σn´1y. But Bn is non cyclic, and so GpBnq “ 2. This
calculation also shows that Bn “ xxσ1yy, and thus NGpBnq “ 1.
(b) Using the presentation of Pn given in [H, Appendix 1], we see that that PnAb is a
free Abelian group of rank npn´ 1q{2 with a basis comprised of the Γ2pPnq-cosets of the
standard generators
Ai,j “ σj´1 ¨ ¨ ¨ σi`1σ
2
i σ
´1
i`1 ¨ ¨ ¨ σj´1, 1 ď i ă j ď n, (13)
of Pn, and denoted in [H] by ai,j (here Γ2pPnq denotes the commutator subgroup of Pn).
Thus GpPnq ě NGpPnq ě GpPnAbq “ npn´ 1q{2 by Proposition 8. But Pn is generated by
the Ai,j, so npn´ 1q{2 ě GpPnq, and the result follows.
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3 Generating sets of BnpS2q and PnpS2q
Since the group BnpS2q is a quotient of Bn and BnpS2q is not cyclic if n ě 3, the statement
of Proposition 4(a) remains true if we replace Bn by BnpS2q. But for the case of BnpS2q,
we can refine our analysis by looking at generating sets consisting of elements of finite
order. It was proved in [GG3, Theorem 3] that BnpS2q “ xα0, α1y, α0 and α1 being the
elements of Theorem 1. By Proposition 3, if n is odd, BnpS2q “ xxα1yy, and thus BnpS2q
is strongly 2pn ´ 1q-torsion generated in this case. If n is even, the same proposition
shows that xxα1yy is a subgroup of BnpS2q of index 2. In Theorem 5, we improve these
results somewhat. We now proceed with the proof of that theorem.
Proof of Theorem 5.
(a) Propositions 4 and 8 imply that GpBnpS2qq “ 2 and NGpBnpS2qq “ 1, using the
fact that BnpS2q is non cyclic and is a quotient of Bn. Since BnpS2q “ xα0, α1y [GG3,
Theorem 3], it then follows that TGpBnpS2qq “ 2.
(b) Equations (2), (3) and (4) imply that for n ě 2, pBnpS2qqAb – Z2pn´1q, where the
Abelianisation homomorphism ϕ : BnpS2q ÝÑ pBnpS2qqAb identifies the standard gener-
ators σ1, . . . , σn´1 of BnpS2q to the generator 1 of Z2pn´1q, and sends α0, α1 and α2 to n´ 1,
n and n´ 1 respectively. If i P t0, 2u, or if i “ 1 and n is even then xϕpαiqy ‰ pBnpS2qqAb,
and so xxαiyy ‰ BnpS2q. The first part of the statement is then a consequence of The-
orem 1, and the second part follows from Proposition 3.
(c) If n is odd, the result follows from Proposition 3, while if n is even, we see by
equation (9) that NTGpBnpS2qq “ 2 because GpBnpS2qq “ 2 and NTGpBnpS2qq ‰ 1 by
part (b).
(d) We first treat the exceptional case n “ 3 and i “ 2. In this case, α2 “ σ21 is a non-
trivial torsion element of P3pS2q, so is equal to ∆23, which generates P3pS
2q. The fact
that B3pS2q{ xxα2yy – S3 is a consequence of equation (1). So suppose that i P t0, 2u, but
with i “ 0 if n “ 3. The map which sends each σj, j “ 1, . . . , n ´ 1, to the generator
1 of Zn´1 extends to a surjective homomorphism ψ : BnpS2q ÝÑ Zn´1. Since ψpαiq “
0 and the target is Abelian, we see that xxαiyy Ă Ker pψq and thus ψ factors through
BnpS2q{ xxαiyy. In particular, the order of BnpS2q{ xxαiyy is at least n´ 1. If i “ 0, the fact
that BnpS2q “ xα0, α1y implies that BnpS2q{ xxα0yy is generated by the coset of α1, so is
cyclic. Using equation (5), it follows that BnpS2q{ xxα0yy is of order at most n´ 1, from
which we deduce that it is cyclic of order exactly n ´ 1. Now suppose that i “ 2, so
n ě 4, and let Q “ BnpS2q{ xxα2yy. By abuse of notation, we shall denote the projection
of an element x P BnpS2q in Q by x. We will show that
σ1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ σn´1 in Q. (14)
To do so, we shall prove by induction that σn´2´i “ σn´2 in Q for all 1 ď i ď n´ 3. For
the case i “ 1, we first multiply the relation α2 “ 1 in Q on the left-hand side by σn´2,
so:
σn´2 “ σn´2α2 “ σn´2σ1σ2 ¨ ¨ ¨ σn´3σn´2σn´2 “ σ1σ2 ¨ ¨ ¨ σn´4σn´2σn´3σn´2σn´2
“ σ1σ2 ¨ ¨ ¨ σn´3σn´2σn´3σn´2 “ α2σ
´1
n´2σn´3σn´2 using equation (3),
which in Q implies that σn´2 “ σ´1n´2σn´3σn´2, hence σn´3 “ σn´2. Now suppose that
σn´2´i “ σn´2 in Q for some 1 ď i ď n´ 4. Since pn´ 2q ´ pn´ 3´ iq “ 1` i ě 2, by
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equations (2) and (3) and the induction hypothesis, we have:
σn´2 “ σn´3´iσn´2σ
´1
n´3´i “ σn´3´iσn´2´iσ
´1
n´3´i “ σ
´1
n´2´iσn´3´iσn´2´i
“ σ´1n´2σn´3´iσn´2 “ σn´3´i,
from which it follows that σ1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ σn´2 in Q by induction. Since n ě 4, in Q we
obtain similarly:
σn´1 “ σn´3σn´1σ
´1
n´3 “ σn´2σn´1σ
´1
n´2 “ σ
´1
n´1σn´2σn´1 “ σ
´1
n´1σn´3σn´1 “ σn´3,
which yields equation (14). Denoting the common element σi in Q by σ, we see that Q
is cyclic, generated by σ, and that σn´1 “ 1 in Q because α2 is trivial in Q. This implies
that Q is a quotient of Zn´1, and since Q surjects onto Zn´1, it follows from above that
Q – Zn´1 as required.
(e) By [GG1, Theorem 4(i)], we have the following isomorphism:
PnpS2q – Pn´3pS2z tx1, x2, x3uq ‘Z2, (15)
where the Z2-factor is generated by ∆2n. Using the presentation given in [GG3, Propos-
ition 7], Pn´3pS2z tx1, x2, x3uq admits a generating set X “
 
Ai,j
∣
∣ 4 ď j ď n, 1 ď i ă j
(
consisting of pn ´ 3qpn ` 2q{2 elements, where Ai,j is as defined in equation (13). For
each j “ 4, . . . , n, the surface relation
´śj´1
i“1 Ai,j
¯´śn
k“j`1 Aj,k
¯
“ 1 allows us to delete
the generator A1,j from X, yielding a generating set X1 “
 
Ai,j
∣
∣ 4 ď j ď n, 2 ď i ă j
(
consisting of npn´ 3q{2 elements, so
GpPnpS2qq ď pnpn´ 3q ` 2q{2 (16)
by equation (15). Furthermore, the set X1 is just now subject to the remaining Artin
braid relations (the those given at the top of [GG3, page 385]) of the presentation of
Pn´3pS2z tx1, x2, x3uq, rewritten in terms of the elements of X1. These relations may be
written as commutators of elements of X1, and so collapse under Abelianisation. Thus
pPn´3pS2z tx1, x2, x3uqqAb – Znpn´3q{2, for which a basis is given by the cosets of the
elements of X1. We deduce from equation (15) that pPnpS2qqAb – Znpn´3q{2 ‘ Z2, and
so GppPnpS2qqAbq “ pnpn ´ 3q ` 2q{2. The result then follows from Proposition 8 and
equation (16).
4 Generating sets of BnpRP2q and PnpRP2q
We now consider the case of the braid groups of the projective plane, and prove The-
orem 6.
Proof of Theorem 6.
(a) Aswementioned just after equation (7), a and b are torsion elements. Since BnpRP2q
is non cyclic for n ě 2 (its Abelianisation is Z2 ‘ Z2 by Proposition 2), we thus have
GpBnpRP2qq ě 2. Let L be the subgroup of BnpRP2q generated by ta, bu. By equation (7),
we have:
ab´1 “ pρnσn´1 ¨ ¨ ¨ σ1qpρn´1σn´2 ¨ ¨ ¨ σ1q
´1 “ ρnσn´1ρ
´1
n´1 “ σ
´1
n´1,
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using relation (iii) of Proposition 2, so σn´1 P L. From [GG2, page 777], ajσn´1a´j “
σn´j´1 for all j “ 1, . . . , n ´ 2, and so σi P L for all i “ 1, . . . , n´ 1. Hence ρn P L by
equation (7), and again by [GG2, page 777], it follows that
ajρna´j “ ρn´j for all j “ 1, . . . , n´ 1, (17)
and so ρi P L for all i “ 1, . . . , n. Proposition 2 implies that L “ BnpRP2q, and so
TGpBnpRP2qq “ 2. Equation (9) then forces TGpBnpRP2qq “ GpBnpRP2qq “ 2.
(b) Since pBnpRP2qqAb – Z2‘Z2, we have GppBnpRP2qqAbq “ 2. It follows from part (a),
Proposition 8 and equation (10) that NGpBnpRP2qq “ NGpBnpRP2qq “ 2, in particular
xxxyy Ř BnpRP2q for all x P BnpRP2q.
(c) Let x P ta, bu. By part (b), xxxyy ‰ BnpRP2q. Since BnpRP2q “ xa, by by part (a),
BnpRP2q{ xxxyy is cyclic, so Abelian, and thus the projection BnpRP2q ÝÑ BnpRP2q{ xxxyy
factors through pBnpRP2qqAb – Z2‘Z2, from which it follows that BnpRP2q{ xxxyy – Z2.
(d) Recall from [GG2, Corollary 19] that the torsion elements of PnpRP2q are of order
2 or 4, and the only element of order 2 is the full twist. By arguments similar to those
of [GG4, Theorem 4], one may see that PnpRP2q is generated by@
Ai,j, ρk
∣
∣ 1 ď i ă j ď n, 1 ď k ď n
D
, (18)
where Ai,j is given by equation (13) and ρk is that of Proposition 2 (beware however
that the elements ρi of [GG4] differ somewhat from those of Proposition 2), and that
pPnpRP2qqAb – Zn2 , where under the Abelianisation homomorphism ξ : PnpRP
2q ÝÑ Zn2 ,
ρk is sent to the element p0, . . . , 0, 1lomon
kth position
, 0, . . . , 0q of Zn2 , and for all 1 ď i ă j ď n,
Ai,j is sent to the trivial element. Proposition 8 thus implies that NGpPnpRP2qq ě
GppPnpRP2qqAbq “ n. In order to obtain equation (12), it suffices by equations (9)
and (10) to show that TGpPnpRP2qq ď n. We achieve this by proving that the set Y
described by equation (11) consists of torsion elements and that it generates PnpRP2q.
The first assertion follows immediately from the fact that a and b are of finite order (re-
call from equation (8) that an and bn´1 are both of order 4, hence all of the elements of
Y are of order 4). It remains to show that PnpRP2q “ xYy. To do so, first observe that by
the relation
ρ´1j ρ
´1
i ρjρi “ Ai,j for all 1 ď i ă j ď n
given in [GG2, Lemma 17], it follows using equation (18) that PnpRP2q is generated by
tρ1, . . . , ρnu (note that the elements denoted by Bi,j in [GG2] are the elements Ai,j of this
paper). From equation (8), AB´1 “ ρn, and applying equation (17), we see that for
j “ 0, 1, . . . , n´ 1,
a´jpAB´1qaj “ A. a´jB´1aj “ ρn´j. (19)
Thus
@
A, a´jBaj, j “ 0, 1, . . . , n´ 1
D
“ xρ1, . . . , ρny “ PnpRP2q. But A “ ρn ¨ ¨ ¨ ρ1 by
equation (8), and so
a´pn´1qB´1an´1 “ A´1ρ1 “ A
´1pρ´12 ¨ ¨ ¨ ρ
´1
n qA “ A
´1
¨˝
n´2ź
j“0
´
an´2´jBaj`2´n. A´1
¯‚˛. A
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by equation (19). We can thus remove a´pn´1qB´1an´1 from the list of generators, and
so PnpRP2q “ xYy, which proves the first part of the statement. Since the elements of Y
are of order 4, we obtain the inequality TGpPnpRP2qq ď n as required.
We finish this section by computing the number of conjugacy classes in BnpRP2q of
elements of order 4 lying in PnpRP2q. Before doing so, we determine the centraliser of
the elements a and b in BnpRP2q. If Γ is a group and y P Γ, we denote the centraliser of
y in Γ by ZΓpyq, and the centre of Γ by ZpΓq. A sketch of the following result appeared
in [GG5, Remark 24]. Note that line 5 of the final paragraph of that remark should read
‘are maximal finite cyclic subgroups’, and not ‘are maximal finite subgroups’.
PROPOSITION 9. Let n ě 2, let px P ta, bu, and let y P tx, pxu, where x “ an (resp. y “ bn´1) ifpx “ a (resp. px “ b). Then ZBnpRP2qpyq “ xpxy.
Proof. Let px, x and y be as in the statement. By [GG5, Corollary 4], ZPnpRP2qpxq “ xxy
is finite (the result also holds if n “ 2 since P2pRP2q – Q8). It follows from the short
exact sequence (1) that ZBnpRP2qpxq is finite, and the inclusion ZBnpRP2qppxq Ă ZBnpRP2qpxq
then implies that ZBnpRP2qpyq is finite. Furthermore, ZpZBnpRP2qpyqq Ą xyy, so the order
of ZpZBnpRP2qpyqq is at least 4. On the other hand, ZBnpRP2qpyq clearly contains the cyclic
group xpxy of order 4pn ´ kq, where k “ 0 (resp. k “ 1) if px “ a (resp. px “ b), which
using [GG6, Theorem 5] and the subgroup structure of dicyclic and the binary poly-
hedral groups (for the latter, see [GG7, Proposition 85] for example) is maximal as a
finite cyclic group. Suppose that ZBnpRP2qpyq ‰ xpxy. This subgroup structure implies
that ZBnpRP2qpyq would then be either dicyclic or binary polyhedral, and so its centre
ZpZBnpRP2qpyqq would be isomorphic to Z2. To see this, note that if G is a dicyclic (resp.
binary polyhedral) group then it possesses a unique element g of order 2 that is central.
If G – Q8 then clearly ZpGq – Z2. So assume that G fl Q8. Then G{ xgy is dihedral of
order at least 6 (resp. isomorphic to one of A4, S4 and A5), and so its centre is trivial. It
thus follows that ZpGq “ xgy, and so ZpGq – Z2. But y P ZpZBnpRP2qpyqq by construction,
and taking G “ ZBnpRP2qpyq yields a contradiction since y is of order at least 4. We thus
conclude that ZBnpRP2qppxq “ xpxy as required.
REMARK 10. In the proof of Proposition 9, we use [GG5, Corollary 4], whose proof de-
pends (via [GG5, Proposition 21] and [GG5, Proposition 17] in the case n “ 3) upon
the characterisation of the conjugacy classes of elements of order 4 given in [GG2, Pro-
position 21(3)]. During the discussion leading to Theorem 6(d), we realised that the
statement of the latter result is not correct, and that there are in fact five conjugacy
classes of elements of order 4 in B3pRP2q (which give rise to four conjugacy classes of
subgroups isomorphic to Z4), and not three. This does not however affect the validity
of [GG5, Corollary 4]. An erratum for [GG2, Proposition 21(3)] will appear elsewhere.
We then have the following result, which answers the question posed in [GG5, Re-
mark 22].
PROPOSITION 11. If n ě 2 then the number of conjugacy classes in BnpRP2q of pure braids of
order 4 is equal to pn´ 2q!p2n´ 1q.
Proof. Let tγ1, . . . ,γn!u be a set of coset representatives of PnpRP2q in BnpRP2q, let w P
PnpRP2q be of order 4, and let rws denote the conjugacy class of w in PnpRP2q. By [GG5,
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Proposition 10] and the short exact sequence (1), there exist 1 ď i ď n!, ε P t1,´1u,
z P PnpRP2q and x P
 
an, bn´1
(
such that w “ zγixεγ
´1
i z
´1. Now [GG6, Proposition 15]
implies that px is conjugate to px´1 in BnpRP2q, where px “ a (resp. px “ b) if x “ an (resp.
x “ bn´1). Hence x and x´1 are conjugate in BnpRP2q, and by picking a different coset
representative γi if necessary, we may suppose that ε “ 1, whence rws “ rγixγ
´1
i s.
Conversely each set rγixγ
´1
i s represents a conjugacy class of elements of order 4 in
PnpRP2q. We must thus count the number of such conjugacy classes in PnpRP2q. First
note that since an and bn´1 are sent to distinct elements of pBnpRP2qqAb – Z2 ‘ Z2
under Abelianisation, rγianγ
´1
i s ‰ rγjb
n´1γ´1j s for all 1 ď i, j ď n. It thus suffices to
enumerate the number of distinct conjugacy classes rγixγ
´1
i s for each x P
 
an, bn´1
(
.
Set k “ 0 (resp. k “ 1) if x “ an (resp. x “ bn´1). If 1 ď i, j ď n!, we have:
rγixγ
´1
i s“rγjxγ
´1
j s ðñ Dh P PnpRP
2q such that hγixγ
´1
i h
´1 “ γjxγ
´1
j
ðñ Dh P PnpRP2q such that γ´1j hγi commutes with x
ðñ Dh P PnpRP2q, Dl Pt0, 1, . . . , 4pn´ kq ´ 1u such that γ´1j hγi“ px l
ðñ Dh1 P PnpRP2q, Dl Pt0, 1, . . . , 4pn´ kq ´ 1u such that h1γ´1j γi“ px l
ðñ Dl P t0, 1, . . . , 4pn´ kq ´ 1u such that px lγ´1i γj P PnpRP2q
ðñ Dl P t0, 1, . . . , 4pn´ kq ´ 1u such that pipγiq “ pipγjqppippxqql
ðñ pipγiq ” pipγjqmodulo xpippxqy,
where we have applied Proposition 9 to prove the equivalence of the second and third
lines. This implies that the number of distinct conjugacy classes of the form rγixγ
´1
i s is
equal to rSn : xpippxqys. But pippxq is an pn´ kq-cycle, and so there are n!{pn´ kq such con-
jugacy classes. Taking the sum over x P ta, bu, it follows that the number of conjugacy
classes in BnpRP2q of pure braids of order 4 is given by:
n!
n
`
n!
n´ 1
“
p2n´ 1qn!
npn´ 1q
“ pn´ 2q!p2n´ 1q
as required.
5 The mapping class groups of M “ D2,S2,RP2
Let M be a compact, connected surface, perhaps with boundary, and let X be an n-point
subset lying in the interior of M. If M is orientable (resp. non-orientable), we recall that
the nth mapping class group of M, denoted by MCGpM, nq, is defined to be the set of
isotopy classes of orientation-preserving homeomorphisms (resp. homeomorphisms)
of M that leave X invariant and are the identity on the boundary, and where the iso-
topies leave both X and the boundary fixed pointwise. Note that up to isomorphism,
MCGpM, nq does not depend on the choice of marked points X. The nth pure map-
ping class group of M, denoted by PMCGpM, nq, is the normal subgroup ofMCGpM, nq
given by imposing the condition that the homeomorphisms fix the set X pointwise.
This gives rise to a short exact sequence similar to that of (1):
1 ÝÑ PMCGpM, nq ÝÑMCGpM, nq
ppi
ÝÑ Sn ÝÑ 1. (20)
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In the case where M is the 2-disc D2, it is well known that MCGpD2, nq – Bn [Bi2].
If we relax the hypothesis in the definition of MCGpD2, nq that the isotopies fix the
boundary thenwe obtain a group that we denote byMCGBpD2, nq, which is isomorphic
to Bn{
@
∆
2
n
D
(if n ě 3 then ZpBnq “
@
∆
2
n
D
). We let PMCGBpD2, nq denote the associated
pure mapping class group.
Let n ě 2. A first application of our results toMCGBpD2, nq aswell as toMCGpM, nq,
M being S2 or RP2, is obtained using the fact that the mapping class group in question
is the quotient of the corresponding braid group by
@
∆
2
n
D
[Bi, Ma, MKS, Sc]. Further,
we have the following commutative diagram of short exact sequences:
1

1
@
∆
2
n
D

@
∆
2
n
D

1 // PnpMq //

BnpMq

pi
// Sn // 1
1 // PMCGpM, nq

//MCGpM, nq

ppi
// Sn // 1,
1 1
where the two vertical short exact sequences are obtained by taking the quotient of the
(pure) braid groups of M by
@
∆
2
n
D
. A similar diagram may be constructed for Bn and
MCGBpD
2, nq.
Let us start by considering the case of the mapping class groups MCGBpD2, nq and
PMCGBpD
2, nq of the disc.
PROPOSITION 12. Let n ě 2.
(a) We have:
GpMCGBpD
2, nqq “ TGpMCGBpD
2, nqq “
#
1 if n “ 2
2 if n ě 3.
Furthermore,NGpMCGBpD2, 2qq “ NTGpMCGBpD2, 2qq “ 1, and
NGpMCGBpD
2, nqq “ 1 and NTGpMCGBpD
2, nqq “ 2 for all n ě 3.
(b) NGpPMCGBpD2, nqq “ GpPMCGBpD2, nqq “ GpPMCGBpD2, nqAbq “ npn´ 1q{2´ 1.
REMARK 13. Let n ě 2. Then the group PMCGBpD2, nq – Pn{
@
∆
2
n
D
is torsion free.
To see this, first note that if n “ 2, we have P2 “
@
∆
2
2
D
“
@
σ21
D
, and the result is
clear. So suppose that n ě 3. Recall from [GG1, Theorem 4(ii)] that the projection
Pn ÝÑ P2 given geometrically by forgetting all but the first two strings gives rise to the
isomorphism Pn – Z‘ Pn´2pD2z tx1, x2uq, where the Z-factor is generated by ∆2n. Thus
Pn{ x f ty – Pn´2pD2z tx1, x2uq, which is well known to be torsion free.
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Proof of Proposition 12. If If n “ 2 then the statements follow easily becauseMCGBpD2, 2q –
B2{
@
∆
2
2
D
“ xσ1y {
@
σ21
D
– Z2 and PMCGBpD2, 2q is trivial. So from now on, we suppose
that n ě 3.
(a) The equality GpMCGBpD2, nqq “ 2 follows from Propositions 4(a) and 8, as well as
the surjectivity of the homomorphisms Bn ÝÑMCGBpD2, nq and ppi : MCGBpD2, nq ÝÑ Sn,
the second implying that MCGBpD2, nq is non cyclic.
To see that TGpMCGBpD2, nqq “ 2, the proof of Proposition 4(a) implies that Bn “
xσn´1, α0y, where α0 “ σ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ σn´1, but σn´1 “ α
´1
0 α1, where α1 “ σ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ σ
2
n´1, so Bn “
xα0, α1y, and thus MCGBpD2, nq “ xα0, α1y, where α0 and α1 denote the
@
∆
2
n
D
-cosets of
α0 and α1 respectively. But α0 and α1 are of finite order inMCGBpD2, nq, of order n and
n´ 1 respectively (see [E, K] or [GW, Lemma 3.1]), and so individually do not generate
MCGBpD
2, nq. The result then follows by applying the inequality (9).
The equality NGpMCGBpD2, nqq “ 1 is a straightforward consequence of the second
part of Proposition 4(a), that Bn “ xxσ1yy, and Proposition 8. It remains to show that
NTGpMCGBpD2, nqq “ 2. To do so, let α P MCGBpD2, nq be an element of finite or-
der, and let ϕ : MCGBpD2, nq ÝÑ pMCGBpD2, nqqAb denote Abelianisation. Identifying
MCGBpD
2, nq with Bn
L@
∆
2
n
D
, and using the fact that
∆
2
n “ pσ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ σn´1q
n, (21)
as well as the standard presentation (2) and (3) of Bn, we see that pMCGBpD2, nqqAb –
Znpn´1q is generated by the element ϕpσjq for all j “ 1, . . . , n ´ 1. Applying [GW,
Lemma 3.1], it follows that there exists i P t0, 1u such that α P xxαiyy, so xxαyy Ă xxαiyy,
and hence xϕpαqy Ă xϕpαiqy. But ϕpαiq “ n´ 1` i in Znpn´1q, so xϕpαqy Ă xϕpαiqy Ř
pMCGBpD
2, nqqAb. We conclude that xxαyy Ř MCGBpD2, nq, and NTGpMCGBpD2, nqq ą
1. The result then follows from equation (10) and the previous paragraph.
(b) From the proof of Proposition 4(b), H1pPnq “ PnAb is a free Abelian group of rank
npn ´ 1q{2 with a basis comprised of the classes of the elements Ai,j given by equa-
tion (13), where 1 ď i ă j ď n. Recall that if 1 ÝÑ K ÝÑ G ÝÑ Q ÝÑ 1 is an extension
of groups then we have a 6-term exact sequence
H2pGq ÝÑ H2pQq ÝÑ K{rG,Ks ÝÑ H1pGq ÝÑ H1pQq ÝÑ 1
due to Stallings [Br, St]. Thus the central short exact sequence 1 ÝÑ
@
∆
2
n
D
ÝÑ Pn ÝÑ
PMCGBpD
2, nq ÝÑ 1 gives rise to the following exact sequence:
H2pPnq ÝÑ H2pPMCGBpD
2, nqq ÝÑ
A
∆
2
n
E
ψ
ÝÑ H1pPnq ÝÑ H1pPMCGBpD
2, nqq ÝÑ 1,
where ψ :
@
∆
2
n
D
ÝÑ H1pPnq is the homomorphism induced by the inclusion
@
∆
2
n
D
ÝÑ
Pn. Now
∆
2
n “
n´1ź
i“1
pAi,i`1 ¨ ¨ ¨ Ai,nq, (22)
and using the description of PnAb, we see that Im pψq is generated by a primitive ele-
ment of PnAb. The isomorphism H1pPnq{ Im pψq – H1pPMCGBpD2, nqq then implies that
GpPMCGBpD2, nqAbq “ npn´ 1q{2´ 1, and thus
GpPMCGBpD
2, nqq ě NGpPMCGBpD
2, nqq ě npn´ 1q{2´ 1 (23)
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by Proposition 8. Using equation (22) oncemore, the quotientPMCGBpD2, nq – Pn{
@
∆
2
n
D
admits a generating set consisting of all but one of the
@
∆
2
n
D
-cosets of the Ai,j, and thus
pn´ 1q{2´ 1 ě GpPMCGBpD2, nqq. The result then follows from equation (23).
As we mentioned above, if n ě 2,MCGpS2, nq (resp. PMCGpS2, nq) is isomorphic to
BnpS2q{
@
∆
2
n
D
(resp. PnpS2q{
@
∆
2
n
D
). We obtain a result similar to that of parts (b) and (d)
of Theorem 5.
PROPOSITION 14.
(a) If n ě 3 is odd then xxα1yy “ MCGpS2, nq. In particular,MCGpS2, nq is strongly pn´ 1q-
torsion generated.
(b) If n ě 4 is even, there is no torsion element in MCGpS2, nq whose normal closure is equal
toMCGpS2, nq. Further, the quotient MCGpS2, nq {xxα1yy is isomorphic to Z2.
(c) For all n ě 3 and for i “ 0, 2, the quotient MCGpS2, nq {xxαiyy is isomorphic to Zn´1,
unless n “ 3 and i “ 2, in which caseMCGpS2, 3q{ xxα2yy –MCGpS2, 3q – S3.
Proof. For i “ 0, 1, 2, let αi be the finite order element of BnpS2q defined in the statement
of Theorem 1. By [GVB], the image αi of αi under the projection BnpS2q ÝÑMCGpS2, nq
is of order n´ i. Since αn´ii “ ∆
2
n, ∆
2
n P xxαiyy, and we obtain the following commutative
diagram of short exact sequences:
1

1
@
∆
2
n
D

@
∆
2
n
D

1 // xxαiyy //

BnpS2q

// BnpS2q {xxαiyy
–

// 1
1 // xxαiyy

//MCGpS2, nq

//MCGpS2, nq {xxαiyy // 1.
1 1
(24)
The proposition then follows from Theorem 5(b) and (d), using the fact in part (b) that
every torsion element of MCGpS2, nq is conjugate to a power of one of the αi([E, K]
or [GW, Lemma 3.1]).
For the mapping class groups of S2, we thus obtain results similar to those of The-
orem 5(a) (c) and (e). In the case of the puremapping class groups, equation (15) implies
that PMCGpS2, nq – PnpS2q
L@
∆
2
n
D
is isomorphic to Pn´3pS2q, which is torsion free.
THEOREM 15. Let n ě 3.
(a) GpMCGpS2, nqq “ 2, NGpMCGpS2, nqq “ 1 and TGpMCGpS2, nqq “ 2.
(b) NTGpMCGpS2, nqq “
#
1 if n is odd
2 if n is even.
(c) GpPMCGpS2, nqq “ NGpPMCGpS2, nqq “ GpPMCGpS2, nqqAb “ npn´ 3q{2.
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Proof.
(a) The equalities follow from Theorem 5(a), using equation (9), Proposition 8 applied
to the epimorphism BnpS2q ÝÑMCGpS2, nq, and the fact thatMCGpS2, nq is non cyclic.
(b) If n is odd then the result is given by Proposition 14(a). So suppose that n is even.
Proposition 14(b) implies that NTGpMCGpS2, nqq ą 1, and the result then follows from
part (a) and equation (10).
(c) From equation (15) and Theorem 5(e), we have that PMCGpS2, nq – Pn´3pS2q and
GpPMCGpS2, nqq “ npn´ 3q{2. We saw in the proof of Theorem 5(e) that
pPn´3pS2z tx1, x2, x3uqq
Ab – Znpn´3q{2,
so GpPMCGpS2, nqqAb “ npn ´ 3q{2. The remaining equality is a consequence of Pro-
position 8.
We now turn to the case of the mapping class groups of the projective plane. Let
n ě 2. If x P BnpRP2q, let x denote its image in the quotient of BnpRP2q by
@
∆
2
n
D
,
which we identify with MCGpRP2, nq. The Abelianisation of BnpRP2q is isomorphic to
Z2 ‘Z2, where the first (resp. second) factor identifies all of the generators σi (resp. ρj)
of the presentation given by Proposition 2. Since the Abelianisation of ∆2n is trivial by
equation (21), the fact thatMCGpRP2, nq – BnpRP2q
L@
∆
2
n
D
implies that the Abelianisa-
tion ofMCGpRP2, nq is also isomorphic to Z2‘Z2, where the first (resp. second) factor
identifies all of the generators σi (resp. ρj) ofMCGpRP2, nq.
PROPOSITION 16. Let n ě 2.
(a) Let a and b be as defined in equation (7). Then the groupMCGpRP2, nq is generated by the
elements a and b, which are of order 2n and 2pn´ 1q respectively.
(b) GpMCGpRP2, nqq “ TGpMCGpRP2, nqq “ 2.
(c) The normal closure of any element ofMCGpRP2, nq is a proper subgroup ofMCGpRP2, nq,
and NTGpMCGpRP2, nqq “ NGpMCGpRP2, nqq “ 2. In particular, MCGpRP2, nq is not
strongly k-torsion generated for any k P N.
(d) The quotient of MCGpRP2, nq by either xxayy or xxbyy is isomorphic to Z2.
Proof.
(a) This follows immediately from Theorem 6(a), the fact that a and b are of order 4n
and 4pn ´ 1q respectively, as well as the uniqueness of ∆2n as an element of order 2 of
BnpRP2q [GG2, Proposition 23].
(b) Part (a) and equation (9) imply that GpMCGpRP2, nqq ď TGpMCGpRP2, nqq ď 2.
On the other hand, MCGpRP2, nq is not cyclic since its Abelianisation is Z2 ‘ Z2, and
so GpMCGpRP2, nqq ą 1, which yields the result.
(c) The first part follows from Proposition 8 and the fact that the Abelianisation of
BnpRP2q is Z2 ‘ Z2, which implies that NGpMCGpRP2, nqq ą 1. The given equalities
then follow from part (b) and equations (9) and (10).
(d) The result is a consequence of Theorem 6(c) and the commutative diagram (24) with
S2 replaced by RP2, and αi replaced by either a or b.
Finally, we study the situation for the pure mapping class of RP2.
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PROPOSITION 17. Let n P N. Then PMCGpRP2, nq is torsion generated by the set of torsion
elements
!
an, b
n´1
, ab
n´1
a´1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , an´2b
n´1
a2´n
)
of order 2, and
GpPMCGpRP2, nqq “ NGpPMCGpRP2, nqq “ TGpPMCGpRP2, nqq
“ NTGpPMCGpRP2, nqq “ n.
In particular,PMCGpRP2, nq cannot be normally generated by any subset containing less than
n elements.
Proof. The first part is a consequence of the corresponding statement for PnpRP2q given
in Theorem 6(d), the surjectivity of the homomorphism PnpRP2q ÝÑ PMCGpRP2, nq
and the uniqueness of ∆2n as an element of order 2 of PnpRP
2q. This implies that
TGpPMCGpRP2, nqq ď n.
For the second part, recall from that proof of Theorem 6(d) that pPnpRP2qqAb – Zn2 .
Since the Abelianisation of ∆2n is trivial, as in the case of MCGpRP
2, nq we have that
pPnpRP2qqAb – pPMCGpRP2, nqqAb, which implies that NGpPMCGpRP2, nqq ě n us-
ing Proposition 8. The given equalities then follow immediately from equations (9)
and (10).
6 The action of BnpSq on the universal covering of FnpMq,
M “ S2,RP2
In this section we give another application of our results to the study of the action
of the braid groups of S2 and RP2 on the homology of the universal covering of the
associated configuration spaces. If Σn is a finite-dimensional CW-complex that has the
homotopy type of the n-sphere Sn and if G is a group that acts on Σn, it is interesting
to know whether the homomorphism induced by each element of G on HnpΣn;Zq – Z
is trivial (i.e. is the identity, Id) or not (i.e. is ´ Id). As the example of the action of Z on
S1 ˆ R given by tpz, nq “ pz, t` nq shows, z denoting complex conjugation, in general
the induced homomorphism is non trivial. In this section, we will show that if M “ S2
or RP2, the group BnpMq acts trivially on H3pČFnpMq;Zq.
If X is a path-connected space that admits a universal covering rX, it is well known
that the fundamental group pi1pXq of X acts freely on rX. If M “ S2 (resp. M “ RP2) and
n ě 3 (resp. n ě 2), the ordered and unordered configuration spaces FnpMq and DnpMq
of M are finite-dimensional manifolds of dimension 2n, and their universal coveringsČFnpMq and ČDnpMq, which in fact coincide, have the homotopy type of S3 [BCP, FZ, GG7]
(resp. [GG2]). Although the method of our proof of Proposition 7 for the braid groups
does not apply to the case of PnpS2q since this group is not torsion generated, the result
itself is certainly true because PnpS2q is a subgroup of BnpS2q. On the other hand, our
method also applies directly to PnpRP2q since it is torsion generated.
Proof of Proposition 7. It suffices to prove the result for H “ BnpMq. From the proof
of [Br, Proposition 10.2, VII.10], a finite-order element of a group G that acts freely
on a finite-dimensional homotopy (or homology) sphere X whose homotopy type is
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that of S2n´1 acts trivially on the infinite cyclic group H2n´1pX;Zq. As we mentioned
above, ČFnpMq is a finite-dimensional complex that coincides with ČDnpMq and that has
the homotopy type of S3. Further, BnpMq “ pi1pDnpMqq acts freely on ČDnpMq, and
BnpS2q (resp. BnpRP2q) is torsion generated by [GG3, Theorem 3] (resp. Theorem 6(a)).
Thus any element x of BnpMq is a product of a finite number of elements of finite order,
and so its action on ČDnpMq induces the identity on H3p ČDnpMq;Zq because this action is
the composition of homomorphisms, each of which is the identity by the result of [Br]
mentioned above.
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